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Connections Count Part I: Generic Transitions
Tenielle Fordyce-Ruff
n a recent class one of my stu-

dents challenged me to explain
why transitions are so important to the reader. Hmmmm, I
thought-desperately trying to
think of an explanation that would
be short and sweet. Well.....I began.
And then I struck on this idea:
asking a reader to go through a brief
that didn't contain any transitions
would be like me asking you to drive
me through a large city without
voice navigation. Very frustrating!
Transitions serve an important
function in any piece of writing:
they connect the ideas in sentences
and paragraphs and show the reader
how lines of reasoning are advancing. These simple words let the reader know when to expect more detail
or when to expect a different topic
or when to expect a counter-point.
There are three basic types of
transitions: generic, orienting, and
substantive. We will look at generic
transitions this month. Next month
we will turn to orienting and substantive transitions, and then finish
with a few editing tips to help make
your transitions even more effective.

Generic transitions
Generic transitions are used in every type of writing. They serve many
functions, but each function tells the
reader how to link the ideas in the
sentences connected by the generic
transitions. The following chart categorizes the most common generic
transitions by function.

Placement

Generic Transitions
For Contrast
H(-owever
On the other
hand

contrst
On the contrary
Unlike
Despite

Neverthes
conversely
Notwithstanding

Nonethess
Alternative
y
Ee so
RaIter

But
Still yet
Instead

Tough
Although
Even though
That Being Said

For Comparison

1

Anaguy

Simiary
Likewse

ike manner
By the same token

ae way

Fo th esm reasor
For Cause and Effect
Therefore
Consequently
As a result

Accordingly
Thus
Becuse

Generaly

n general

Also
Further
In addition

Moreover
Too
Addtonal v

For example
For istance

T1 illustrate
Namely

In fact
Above al

Certa iny
nde~ed

Hence
Since

So
For

For What Is True In Most Cases
Generay speak ng

For Addition
Besides
And
Furthermore
For Examples
Specifcally
That is
For Emphasis
Sti
C early

For Evaluation
More important
Unforturately
Fortunately

Suirprisingly
Alleged y

In other words
That is

More sipi yTo
Simply put

Arguab y
Unquestioningly

For Restatement
put it differently

For Concession
Gsranted

Ofcurse

Tobe sure

For Resumption After Concession
Still
Nevertheless

Nonethe ess
tEen so

Al the same
That being said
ForTime

Subsequently
Recently
Meanwhile

Initially
Formerly

Later
Fventualy
Shortly there
after

Simul taneous y
At the time

Farlier
Afterwards
Until now

Since
By the time

For Place
Adjacent to
Neat to

Here
Beyond

Nearby
Opposite to
For Sequence

Using generic transitions should
be simple as they signal shifts inherent in our thoughts. So all a writer
should have to do is insert the appropriate transitions every time the
writer has a shift in thought.
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Firs, second thrd
Former,
In the first pace

Next
Final
Fatter
Finally

Then
Later
P mary, secondary
For Conclusion

n summary
in sum

Jo sum up
in l y

In brief
in short

To condude
In ondusion

Thus
Therefore

Conseuent y
To revew

Even so, placement is not so
easy. Remember that as the writer
you know when there is a shift in
thought (these are, after all, your
thoughts), but the reader doesn't
just know. So it's important to place
the transitions before the shift in
thought; that way, the reader can anticipate and better absorb the shift.
Compare these:
Many ofIdaho's neighboringstates have
a law respecting a potentialemployer's
access to ajob applicant's social media
accounts. Idaho does not have such a
law, however. It is possible that because
its neighboringstates all have such laws
that Idaho will soon have such a law,
though
Many ofldaho's neighboringstates have
a law respecting a potentialemployer's
access to ajob applicant'ssocial media
accounts. Idaho does not, however, have
such a law. Though it is possible that
because its neighboring states all have
such laws that Idaho will soon have
such a law.'
The placement of the transitions
however and though near the beginning of the sentences with the shift
in thought allows the reader to more
quickly understand that the second
sentence will contrast with the first
and the third with contrast with the
first two. Simply put, the second
example is easier for an unfamiliar
reader to understand.
When to use
I wish that there were some
magic wand that writers could use
to know exactly when and where to
place a transition. Unfortunately, no
such wand exists. Indeed, there isn't
even a foolproof formula that tells us
when and where to use transitions.
Instead, each writer must make his
own decision.
I will, however, offer some helpful
guidance to use when making those
decisions. First, remember that using transitions is a matter of style and
preference. Each writer will develop

her own ear for when and where to
use one, and each writer can observe
when and where other legal writers
use transitions. Generally, though,
writers don't omit transitions that
show contrast or help the reader
understand how two seemingly dissimilar facts are similar.
Second, you can read your writing aloud. Your ear will pick up on
when a sentence jolts the reader versus when it eases the reader into an
idea. Likewise, you can ask someone
else to read your writing aloud to
you. Then you can stop that reader
as she is reading to ask how the ideas
are connected or what should come
next. If she can't tell you or guess
the next sentence, you can add transitions to help.
No matter which technique you
might use, always keep the reader in
mind.

Generally, though, writers
don't omit transitions that show
contrast or help the reader
understand how two seemingly
dissimilar facts are similar.

Subtle differences in meaning
also exist between transitions in the
same category. For example suggests
that the material is typical. In contrast, specfically suggests the material
is precise and exact. Thus, while both
tell the reader that you are providing
an example, the reader would expect
a different type of example dependPrecision matters
ing on which transition you use.
Finally, don't forget about the difStay tuned for more exciting tips
ference in meaning between transi- on transitions!
tions. While none of us is likely to
confuse transitions in different cate- Source
gories, there are differences in meaning between the transitions within * Anne Enquist & Laurel Currie
categories. For instance, I began Oates, Just Writing: Grammar, Puncthis paragraph with finally because it tuation, and Style for the Legal Writer,
contains the last topic I will address chpt. 4 (2009).
this month. Using consequently (a
transition that also signals a conclu- Endnotes
sion) wouldn't have had the same 1. Some grammarians still insist that a
meaning and would likely have con- sentence should never begin with however.
fused you.
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